
DEMS NOT ONLY CALL
FOR NATIONAL ID, BUT
FOR ANTI-DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL ID
As DDay reported, the Reid-Schumer-Menendez
draft on Immigration Reform calls for a national
ID card (which they call a “biometric” or “fraud
proof” social security card). Perhaps in a move
to placate civil libertarians, the draft insists
the card will only be used for employment.

It will be unlawful for any person,
corporation; organization local, state,
or federal law enforcement officer;
local or state government; or any other
entity to require or even ask an
individual cardholder to produce their
social security card for any purpose
other than electronic verification of
employment eligibility and verification
of identity for Social Security
Administration purposes.

Now, let’s pretend for a moment that this
national ID program would actually fix the
problem of employers trying to hire cheap,
vulnerable labor rather than paying market rate
wages. Let’s pretend for a moment that this
national ID program would avoid all of the
security and privacy issues that such a program
will be bound to have.

Why in fuck’s name would anyone with a “D” next
to their name advocate for a national card–of
any sort–without at the same time attaching it
to automatic voter registration, also tied to
the card? Why would the Democratic party propose
any national program that did not, at the same
time, insist on getting rid of our byzantine
voter registration system that leaves large
chunks of the population exposed to
disenfranchisement? Even if this is just a stunt
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designed to prove Democrats are “serious” about
compromise so they can embarrass the bigots even
more for their refusal to accept the compromise,
why would you ever miss the opportunity to tie a
universal registration card to a potential fix
to the problems in our election system?


